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CELEBRATING CURRENT FUTURE
LEADERS ACCESSIBLE PROSPERITY
PROTECT CONSERVE QUALITY OF LIFE
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Manx Museum, Douglas

Foreword
When the members of the Board of Manx National Heritage applied to become
trustees nearly three years ago we did so because we feel passionately about the
heritage of this Island. And not just its built heritage because MNH (or the Manx
4\ZL\THUK5H[PVUHS;Y\Z[[VNP]LP[ZMVYTHS[P[SLPZHZPNUPÄJHU[SHUKV^ULY
responsible for some of the most beautiful parts of the Island such as Maughold
Head, the Curraghs and The Sound. Many people will recognise the role that MNH
plays in respect of some of the familiar sites, or the treasures and archives in our
safekeeping. Less well known is the contribution it makes to the protection of the
Island’s environment and its biodiversity. Or the work which goes on behind the
scenes such the cataloguing and presenting of archive records through the iMuseum
or archaeological research.
The responsibilities of the Trust are wide ranging. Resources are limited. All of the
sites in MNH’s care require extensive and continuous maintenance. A castle which is
more than eight hundred years old and exposed to the vagaries of the Manx weather
requires frequent work to protect it. This is true of all our sites. There are few resources
available for new developments. The Trustees cannot do everything they would like
to do so they have had to make choices. Projects have to be prioritised and in making
those decisions it is clear that it is not possible to please all of the people all of the
time. Even so as this Plan shows there are many exciting projects in the pipeline such
as the restoration of Thornbank, a unique Baille Scott house, a new TT Gallery which
will address the social history of the TT and the impact it has had on the Island and its
WLVWSLHUK]PZP[VYMHJPSP[PLZH[[OL3H_L`>OLLS^OPJOILÄ[Z\JOHUPJVUPJZP[L
Trustees have spent much of the past year ensuring that MNH is meeting all of the
requirements of an independent charity. This has meant a lot of work behind the
ZJLULZ[VYLKLÄUL[OLYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O.V]LYUTLU[;OPZPUJS\KLZUL^NV]LYUHUJL
arrangements, a Partnership Agreement with Government, and above all the extent of
[OLÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[^OPJO[OL.V]LYUTLU[PZ^PSSPUNHUKHISL[VNP]L45/^V\SK
not be viable without the grant it receives from the Manx Government. However, that
grant has been falling in value in real terms for the past decade. MNH will be unable
to maintain services even at current levels if the grant continues to reduce in this way.
There are many demands on the public purse. The Trustees believe, as demonstrated
by the public support for the acquisition of the Old Police Station in Castletown, that
THU`YLZPKLU[ZVM[OL0ZSHUKYLJVNUPZL[OH[OLYP[HNLPZHRL`WHY[VM^OH[KLÄULZ[OL
Isle of Man as a Nation. To ensure this heritage is maintained for future generations
MNH needs greater support from both the Manx Government and the Manx people.

Jonathan Hall, Chairman
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1. Purpose of Plan
;OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZKVJ\TLU[PZ[VZ\TTHYPZLHUKJVUÄYT[OLHJ[P]P[PLZHUKWYPVYP[PLZHNYLLKI`
Manx National Heritage (MNH) in the shorter and medium terms. It is primarily for information and
made available to staff, key stakeholders and the public alike.
The published Plan is under-pinned by an internal “Priorities and Objectives” (P&O’s) spreadsheet
– which is a key performance tool within the organisation. Performance against these “P&Os” is
reported quarterly to the Board, along with data on a series of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
At an individual level, staff have annual personal plans which are developed using this Forward
Development Plan. The Plan also forms part of our formal reporting process to the Isle of Man
Department of Enterprise and Treasury – with whom we have a Memorandum of Understanding.

2. Context and Issues
Financial Sustainability
6]LY[OLSHZ[`LHYZ45/OHZILLUZ\JJLZZM\SPUZLJ\YPUNLMÄJPLUJPLZ^OPSZ[THPU[HPUPUNZLY]PJLZ
and investing in income-generation. This has become increasingly challenging due to the impact of
PUÅH[PVUPUJYLHZPUNZ[HMMJVZ[ZKL[LYPVYH[PUNHZZL[ZHUKHWYLZZ\YL[VWYV]PKLPUJYLHZLKZLY]PJLZHZ
well as supporting evolving areas such as planning and the environment.
45/HWWYVHJOLK;YLHZ\Y`MVYHKKP[PVUHSÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[PU[VHZZPZ[PUHKKYLZZPUN[OLZL
pressures but its bids have been declined. The loss of funding for Sunday opening at the Manx
Museum, failure to keep pace with staff costs including National Insurance contribution rises, high
PUÅH[PVUJVZ[ZPU[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUZLJ[VYHUKHYLX\PYLTLU[[VTLL[OPNOLYNV]LYUHUJLZ[HUKHYKZ^PSS
YLZ\S[PUHYLX\PYLTLU[[VÄUKZPNUPÄJHU[ZH]PUNZPU0UHKKP[PVU45/»Z^VYR[VKLTVUZ[YH[L
its role as a charity at arms length from Government will require new registration for VAT. Work is
ongoing to establish the net costs.
0[PZUV^PUL]P[HISL[OH[[VYLTHPU^P[OPUHZ\Z[HPUHISLI\KNL[KPMÄJ\S[KLJPZPVUZHIV\[SL]LSZVM
service will have to be considered.

Operating Environment
MNH does not exist in isolation and many issues impact on it to a greater or lesser degree. These have
included continued Brexit uncertainty, a retail sector in decline, the challenges of increasing footfall
to our sites, and keeping pace with governance and regulations. On its own MNH has little ability to
PUÅ\LUJL[OLU\TILYVM]PZP[VYZ[V[OL0ZSHUKHUKZV^VYRZ^P[OV[OLYZZ\JOHZ[OL=PZP[(NLUJ`HUK
Department of Infrastructure’s Public Transport Division to promote and celebrate the Islands offer.
The measures imposed by IOM Government including the effective closure of the Island’s tourist trade
in March 2020 to counter the Covid-19 outbreak will have a dramatic impact on MNH through the
reduction of visitors and income generated by them. At the time of producing this plan we cannot
forecast the potential wider impact of the illness on the Island, our staff and volunteers. Our focus will
be on balancing the risks to our staff and community against our desire to keep delivering services
which add so much to our quality of life.
6

;OLKH`[VKH`JVZ[ZVMVWLYH[PUNV\YZP[LZK\YPUN[OLJVU]LU[PVUHSZ\TTLYZLHZVUHYLZPNUPÄJHU[
– but are defrayed by income such as admissions and retail. We also get rental income from our
catering sites. All these will be impacted substantially by the Covid-19 outbreak and MNH is likely to
ZLLZPNUPÄJHU[ÄUHUJPHSWYLZZ\YL[OPZ`LHY
Ever increasing governance requirements remain a challenge MNH shares with many other
organisations. Diverting scarce resources from customer-facing activities to meet these obligations
^PSSILPUJYLHZPUNS`KPMÄJ\S[^P[OV\YÄUHUJPHSWYLZZ\YLZI\[PZZVTL[OPUN^LHYL]LY`H^HYLT\Z[IL
effectively and appropriately tackled.
As part of its objective to generate income MNH has been successful in growing its retail offer.
However, the high street retail sector is struggling and whilst MNH is pleased to have maintained its
trading levels in recent years it is unclear whether wider changes in customer purchase habits will
impact on our sales and we remain vigilant in reviewing our stock and retail offer.

Governance
Early in 2018 Manx National Heritage received clear direction from the Attorney General in his
capacity as regulator of Manx Charities about its status and the way it reports its activities. This advice
can be summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•

Manx National Heritage (MNH) is the trading name of the Manx Museum and National Trust
and should not be used in a way which suggests that there are two separate organisations
The organisation is an independent Manx Registered Charity and should report all its activities in
an integrated way irrespective of the source of funding
The fact that MNH receives revenue support from Government does not mean it is part
of Government
All property in the name of the Trust is owned by the Trust irrespective of the source of funding.

This advice was accepted by MNH and the Isle of Man Government. It had considerable implications
but all parties recognised that procedures and systems take time to assess and adjust.
:PUJLP[ZMV\UKH[PVUPU[OL [OJLU[\Y`45/OHZYLJLP]LKÄUHUJPHSZ\WWVY[MYVT.V]LYUTLU[
This support has been forthcoming on the basis of broad political support for Heritage and Culture
expressed by successive administrations. Apart from the key MNH legislation, the Manx Museum and
5H[PVUHS;Y\Z[(J[  [OLYL^HZUVMVYTHSKVJ\TLU[H[PVU^OPJOZL[V\[[OLIHZPZMVY[OPZÄUHUJPHS
support. Work continues to address this.
MNH contributes to key Government aspirations:
•
•

We are an Island where people choose to live and visit
We have a natural and built environment which we conserve and cherish

Key Government policy statements also provide the wider context for MNH’s strategic direction and
outcomes:
•
•
•

Continue to promote and support our national heritage, culture and language at home and
around the world
Grow the visitor economy in the Isle of Man
Review our processes and desired goals in respect of the conservation of our built environment.

The priorities and activities set out in this document identify how MNH’s aims and programme
complement and contribute to Government’s own objectives. We will continue to work closely with
Government to ensure we understand what it desires us to deliver and what it will fund.
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3. Budgets
<U[PS[OLÄUHUJPHS`LHY45/^HZPUJS\KLKPU[OL.V]LYUTLU[»ZI\KNL[ZL[[PUNWYVJLZZ
and consolidated accounts for both revenue and capital expenditure and was detailed in the
published Budget (Pink Book). In the same way, MNH activities have been reported in various forms
by Government and the audited accounts of the revenue and capital activity were included in the
Government Accounts. Traditionally, charitable funds of MNH that would not be included in the
Government Revenue budget have been managed and audited separately. The accounts for the
 ÄUHUJPHS`LHY^PSSYLÅLJ[[OLZLOPZ[VYPJHYYHUNLTLU[ZMVY[OLÄUHS[PTL
In the last year we have worked closely with IOM Treasury to create a single budgeting and
HJJV\U[PUNTL[OVKVSVN`[VYLÅLJ[V\YYLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZHZH4HU_*OHYP[`6\Y.V]LYUTLU[Z\WWVY[
^PSSILWYV]PKLKHZHNYHU[MYVT;OLMVSSV^PUN[HISLZ\TTHYPZLZ[OLI\KNL[Z[Y\J[\YL
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Activity

Detail

Funding

Notes

1. Core
operational

• Core operational
activities which are
embedded in the
organisation. This
PUJS\KLZ[OLZ[HMÄUNVM
the charity
• Statutory Functions
• Services to users and
community
• Annual operational
delivery
• Routine maintenance
of assets

• Annual grant from
Government
• Admissions and other
self-generated trading
income
• Routine charitable
donations
• Rents
• Commercial
sponsorship

Based on a formal
agreement with
.V]LYUTLU[[VKLÄUL
these services.

2. Protecting
our assets

• Projects to repair
facilities
• :PNUPÄJHU[WYVQLJ[Z
to maintain sites e.g.
replacing boilers or
YLYVVÄUNI\PSKPUNZ
• :PNUPÄJHU[J`JSPJHS
maintenance projects
e.g. repainting the
Laxey Wheel
• Care of collections

• Capital funding from
Government
• Possible
contributions from
external sources

Based on a formal
agreement with
Government to
manage access to
capital funding.

3. Development

• Short term activities
which improve facilities
or services
• Time-limited projects or
services
• New facilities or
services

• Capital grants from
Government
• Fundraising projects
• Commercial
sponsorship
• Transfer from
charitable reserves

Based on a formal
agreement with
Government to
manage access to
capital funding.

NB. This budget should
aim to break-even or
make an operational
surplus at the end of
the year.

Builds on current
“Commitments and
Pipeline” process for
use of reserves.

4. Core Activities
Our Statement of Purpose is:

“Manx National Heritage exists to take a lead in protecting,
conserving, making accessible and celebrating the Island’s natural
and cultural heritage for current and future generations whilst
contributing to the Island’s prosperity and quality of life”
Critical Success Factors: Trustees have agreed the success of Manx National Heritage will be judged
by the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsible management of the IOM’s natural and cultural heritage
Accessible assets and services
Coordinated natural and cultural heritage activity on the Island
Being accepted as an essential part of the visitor economy
A positive working relationship with our supporters and members
Delivery against agreed performance measures
MNH internationally respected as a National heritage organisation

The following table summarises the wide range of core activity that underpins the delivery of these
Critical Success Factors. This now forms the basis of a “Memorandum of Understanding” with
Government via the Department for Enterprise and Treasury which takes the current level of activity
as a baseline.

Critical Success Factor

Core Activity

Responsible management of the IOM’s
natural and cultural heritage

• Research, registration and maintenance of Ancient
Monuments
• Management of MNH land
• Maintenance of MNH property assets
• Storage and conservation of collection assets
• Advice on planning to Government and community
• Advice to Coroner and Treasury on Treasure
• Advice to developers on the Historic and Natural
environment
• Support for the IOM War Memorials Committee

Accessible assets and services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage sites open to the public
Library and Information services
Safe environments and spaces
Sustainable systems and processes
Online access to data and collections
Publication programmes
Displays and exhibitions
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Critical Success Factor

Core Activity

Coordinated natural and cultural
heritage activity on the Island

• Events and activity programmes such as
Heritage Open Days, Wildlife week
• Advice on professional standards
• Research strategy and programmes
• Providing facilities and support for creative industries
• Teaching the Manx National Curriculum
• Campaigning on issues such as biodiversity
• Hosting a Heritage Forum
• Heritage Partner for the TT races

Being accepted as an essential part of
the visitor economy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heritage sites open to the visitors
Catering and retail facilities
Car parking, footpaths and signage
Partnerships with public and private sector
Support for group travel and cruise ships
Supplying data to partners
Providing accommodation in historic buildings
Joint ticketing and marketing
Working with Visit Isle of Man Agency

A positive working relationship with our • Providing opportunities for community engagement
supporters and members
and learning
• Providing opportunities for volunteering
• Communicating what we do effectively and regularly
Delivery against agreed performance
measures

•
•
•
•

Responsible and accountable Governance
Sound and effective management of resources
Compliance with legal and relevant standards
Managing safety and risk

MNH internationally respected as a
National heritage organisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Participating in international programmes
Maintaining reciprocal relationships
Promoting the Island internationally
Meeting professional standards
Hosting professional and academic visitors and events
Having appropriate professional staff and resources

Wheel-headed Cross, Lonan
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Wild Flowers, Rushen Abbey

5. Protecting Our Assets
This activity extends across the whole of MNH to encompass not only its workforce but also its built
and natural assets, and its material and non-material cultural heritage in the form of its museum
collections, its library and archives and expanding digital repositories.
Investing in collections care, conservation and providing access to our collections is a priority for
the organisation and one that requires a continual cycle of investment to meet professional standards
for collections care in the facilities used for housing the collections. This cycle of investment also
applies to protecting our considerable digital assets which feed iMuseum, NBN Atlas and the recently
developed Arches which holds the Historic Environment Record.
MNH faces a growing challenge from the ongoing effects of cumulative real-terms reduction in
organisational budget coupled with increased costs of operating in all areas of our business.
MNH will continue to recruit, retain and develop its workforce in all the areas required and will keep
our buildings, lands, galleries and collections facilities maintained and open for business. This will
JVU[YPI\[L[V[OL^PKLYLJVUVTPJILULÄ[VM[OL0ZSHUKI\[PZTVYLKPMÄJ\S[LHJO`LHY>VYR^PSSIL
required with our Government partners to identify our long term resource needs.
MNH welcomes the publication of the IMPACT report by Professor Curran which will require time
to analyse fully for its implications for MNH. Wider implications for Government are also yet to
be assessed and there may be further implications for MNH when that has been completed. There
PZOV^L]LYUVKV\I[[OH[HJ[PVUZHYLSPRLS`[VILJOHSSLUNPUN[VKLSP]LYMVYHSPTP[LKÄUHUJPHSHUK
staff resource. A new environmental sustainability policy for MNH will reinforce our environmental
principles and underpin a review of our approach to land and building management, our engagement
as consultee in the planning process and our endeavours in pursuit of proactive outreach and
engaging public programming.

Cregneash

Mines at Laxey Wheel

House of Manannan, Peel
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6. Achievements and Variations
The achievements and variations from the last plan are listed below
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was completed during the period of the last plan
What is being carried forward to this plan
What has been superseded or no longer a priority
What is new for 2020 onwards

a. What was completed during the period of the last plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contribution to the Area Plan for the East
Property acquisition and disposal policy
Outline design process for new Laxey Wheel visitor facilities
Manx Museum internal facilities upgrading: Reception
Research and preparation for Cregneash development
Procurement and installation of Historic Environment Record system
1VPU[^VYRPUN^P[O[OL7\ISPJ9LJVYKZ6MÄJLVUHWV[LU[PHSQVPU[*HWP[HSIPKMVYUL^MHJPSP[PLZ
The TT Collections development has made good progress and the gallery development is
underway

b. What is being carried forward to this plan
•
•
•
•

Development of Policy for “National Trust” land
Records Management processes and procedures
Cregneash Development Plan
Revised Management Plan for the Calf and the Curraghs

c. What has been superseded or no longer a priority
•
•
•

The issue of a Service Level Agreement with our sponsoring Department is now felt to be
subsumed in discussions over a new Memorandum of Understanding with Government
Legislation Review on hold pending changes to Planning system
Development of dedicated Asset Management software platform

d. What is new for 2020 onwards
•
•
•
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Succession management planning
Implementation of Thornbank project
Implementation of design stages of Laxey Wheel project

7. Development Priorities
Each Development Priority has a vision statement and a list of current or planned activities.
(ZUV[LKPUZLJ[PVU-PUHUJPHS:\Z[HPUHIPSP[`45/»ZI\KNL[PZ\UKLYWYLZZ\YL(ZPNUPÄJHU[
proportion of staff time, budget and resource is allocated to Core Activities – often described as
“business as usual”. Ensuring we meet our statutory and core activities may impact on our ability to
deliver the development priorities noted.
Whilst the vision is one of development, improvement or progressing, not all the component parts
will be new or discrete projects. Elements of Core Operational Activity will often overlap with
development activities.
It is also worth stressing that the core activities of the organisation occupy the overwhelming
majority of staff time and resources. Only a small number of staff have the ability to focus on forward
development projects.
In these tables there are three categories of timescale
•
•
•

:OVY[!^P[OPU[OL[LYTVMVMÄJLVMJ\YYLU[;Y\Z[LLZ<UKLY[^V`LHYZ
4LKP\T>P[OPU[OL[LYTVMVMÄJLVMJ\YYLU[[Y\Z[LLZHUK[OLUL_[IVHYK<W[V`LHYZ
Long: beyond the current and next board. Over 7 years

Priority 1
Relationships with others caring for natural and historic
environments and assets.
Vision: To be a trusted advisor or partner that supports and enables the
community on matters of cultural and natural heritage.
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. 7\ISPJ9LJVYK6MÄJL45/5H[PVUHS(YJOP]L 3PIYHY`MVYTHS
partnership and potential development of new facilities

Long

2. Manx Crosses Project
a. Maughold Cross Shelter
b. Interpretation Strategy

Medium
Short

3. Implementing our Manx Language Plan and preparing for 2021 Short
- Year of the Manx Language
4. Strengthening our ‘Statutory’ Consultee role
a. Development of Policies and Guidance

Medium
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Priority 2
Access and Availability.
=PZPVU!;VYLTV]LHSSWO`ZPJHSPU[LSSLJ[\HSHUKÄUHUJPHSIHYYPLYZ[VHJJLZZ
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. Quayle Legacy Project including the Peggy

4LKP\T3VUN

2. ;;.HSSLY`+LSP]LY`

Short

3. New collections facilities at Balthane design development

Medium

4. Delivering digital collections plan

Short

5. Castle Rushen Courthouse (MCW deadline May 2021)

Short

6. Laxey Wheel new Visitor Entrance Point

Medium

7. Cregneash interpretation strategy and action plan

Medium

8. Thornbank restoration and use

Short

9. New use for Baille Scott Police Station

Short

10. Asset Management System

Medium

11. Capital Development Strategy

Medium

12. Chronicles of Man project

:OVY[4LKP\T

Future activities, aspirations & opportunities

Time Frame

1. Peel Castle: review of future options for entrance,
staff accommodation, toilets

Long

2. Derby House review of future options for reinterpretation &
development

Long

3. Grove: review of future options for improvements to toilets
and visitor facilities

Long

4. Removing admission charges for children

Medium

Peggy Project
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Thornbank Restoration

Baille Scott Police Station

Priority 3
Biodiversity, landscape and marine
Vision: To campaign for the sustainable future of the Island’s natural heritage
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. Develop and populate NBN Atlas as platform for engagement,
learning, advice and campaigning

Short

2. Develop Historic Environment Record as platform for
engagement, learning, advice and campaigning

Short

3. Countryside Interpretation project

Short

4. Refresh and implement Calf of Man and
Curraghs Management Plans

Short

5. New management for Zone 2 and 3 land at Cregneash

Short

6. Byelaws and communications development

Short

7. Response to Climate Change (Prof Curran report)

Short

Future activities, aspirations & opportunities

Time Frame

1. Adjusting future policies and procedures to take account
of the Climate Change agenda

Medium

Pond Clearing, Calf of Man

Common Seal

Tree Pipit, Calf of Man
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Priority 4
Financial sustainability
Vision: Have enough money to do amazing things
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. Invest further in developing our self-generated income
capabilities including fundraising

Medium

2. Refresh the relationship with Friends of
Manx National Heritage

Short

3. Invest more in Member services and systems

Short

4. Strengthen Financial capacity and review reporting

Short

5. Organisational Review including economic impact assessment

Medium

Future activities, aspirations & opportunities

Time Frame

1. Consider development of long-term endowment

Medium

Group Visits, Peel Castle

Manx Museum, Douglas
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Banqueting Hall, Castle Rushen

Priority 5
Strengthening MNH’s role and identity as a Manx Charity
=PZPVU!4H_PTPZL[OLILULÄ[[V[OLJVTT\UP[`VMOH]PUNHUH[PVUHSJOHYP[`
caring for the cultural and natural heritage of the Isle of Man
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. Promote our charitable status

Short

2. Communications planning

Short

3. Continue internal cultural change

Short

4. Implement actions following the direction from the
Attorney General

Short

Future activities, aspirations & opportunities

Time Frame

1. MNH Heritage Legislation Review

Medium

Priority 6
Governance
=PZPVU!;VNP]LW\ISPJJVUÄKLUJLPU45/HZH^LSSY\UNV]LYULKHUK
effective Manx Charity
Current planned activities

Time Frame

1. Plan recruitment and induction of new Director and new
Board members

Short

2. 9L]PL^VYNHUPZH[PVU»ZÄUHUJPHSZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`^P[O;YLHZ\Y`

Short

3. Records and data management plan and roll out

Short

4. Programme of policy review

Short

Future activities, aspirations & opportunities

Time Frame

1. Develop Trustee training and development package ready for
new Trustees

Short
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Purpose
•
•
•
•
•

LEADERS
PROTECT & CONSERVE
CELEBRATING OUR COMMUNITY
PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
PROSPERITY & QUALITY OF LIFE

What do we stand for?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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VISION
796(*;0=,*(47(0.505.
AGILE
CURRENT, RELEVANT & ENGAGING
BOLD, BRAVE & STRONG
INSPIRATIONAL
INDEPENDENT & TRUSTED
PASSIONATE
HONEST & CREDIBLE

The Great Laxet Wheel
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Manx National Heritage,
Kingswood Grove,
Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 3LY
;!
E: enquiries@mnh.gov.im
W: www.manxnationalheritage.im
Isle of Man registered charity no.603
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